Introduction
For Fair Elections Center, 2020 was a challenging yet extremely successful year. Once
it became evident that the coronavirus had a deleterious effect on the early primaries,
we confronted a looming poll worker shortage problem for the November general
election by developing and deploying our WorkElections program as a solution. We
helped create a broad coalition of civic groups, businesses, and nonprofit organizations
and associations to launch a massive effort to recruit a new generation of poll workers.
On college campuses, our work expanded and accelerated to ensure students had the
information to become fully engaged with our democratic process. In the courts, we
opposed the illegal purge of voter rolls, fought for expanded access to mail-in voting and
advocated for the re-enfranchisement of felons who are no longer incarcerated. We
continued to participate in coalitions of voting rights groups and amplified our media
outreach. The following documents the activities of Fair Elections Center, along with its
Campus Vote Project and Work Elections programs.
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A Letter From Our President
Friends,
It might be an understatement to say there were unprecedented and
unexpected obstacles to voting in 2020, but our organization was
prepared and nimble enough to navigate the challenges posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic and a panoply of changing ways to cast a ballot.
Early in the year, we spent a good amount of time envisioning how the
pandemic would affect the process of voting in 2020, and in May we
produced, Voting in the Era of COVID-19, a report for election officials
and advocates on policy proposals for safeguarding voter registration,
voting by mail and in-person voting. We also initiated litigation in
response to the pandemic, identified the dire need for poll workers
across the country, and made a quick late pivot to engage heavily in Georgia’s U.S. Senate runoff
elections. And like so many others, we had to adapt to working remotely and confront the
formidable task of organizing without the benefit of in-person staff contact.
This required us to shift our programming efforts and expand our reach, with the help of newly
hired staff, including Campus Vote Project state coordinators in Wisconsin and Georgia. We
added deputy state coordinators in six key states and 343 Democracy Fellows on 150 campuses.
More than 280 campuses participated in our Voter Friendly Campus program, which
empowered us to connect with more than 3.4 million students in 41 states and DC. As students
were displaced from their home institutions, state and local election officials were making
changes to registration and voting guidelines in the face of the pandemic, which meant our
ability to reach students with accurate, up-to-date information was more important than ever.
A substantial increase in student voting on our partner campuses speaks to the success of our
work in 2020. Tufts University’s Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE), estimates that 53-56% of voting-eligible young people ages 18-29 cast a
ballot in the presidential election, a significant increase from 45-48% in 2016. In Georgia and
Virginia, student voting represented 20% of ballots cast statewide.
Global “Black Lives Matter” protests in the summer following the murder of George Floyd
prompted us to take time to reflect on our organization’s commitment to diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI). We hired a professional facilitator specializing in DEI to lead our team in
ongoing and sometimes difficult conversations about race, white supremacy, oppression, and
implicit biases, and how to address them personally and organizationally.
Two new members of our Board were added this year, we welcomed Erika Moritsugu, Vice
President for Congressional Relations/Economic Justice at the National Partnership for Women
and Families. Prior to her work at the National Partnership, Erika managed the Government
Relations, Advocacy and Community Engagement team at the Anti-Defamation League. We also
welcomed Joi Chaney, executive director of the Washington Bureau and SVP for Policy and
Advocacy at the National Urban League. She is a former Chief of Staff for Sen. Kirstin
Gillibrand, who also served as an advisor to the Chair of the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission during the Obama Administration.
We’re also pleased to welcome Rebekah Caruthers to fill the new role of Vice President.
Rebekah is an attorney who brings more than 15 years of experience to the job. Some of her
experience has been as an attorney but much of it has allowed her to add a strong campaign,
training, and advocacy background to that role. In recent years, she has helped organizations as

diverse as MoveOn.org and Everytown for Gun Safety design and implement major new
initiatives. With MoveOn, in addition to strategic help on its “United Against Hate” campaign,
she was responsible for a significant amount of HR work. She joined us in January 2021.
Here’s a quick look at some of the work we’ll be pursuing in 2021:
•

Continue investigations into obstacles that voters encountered in the 2020 elections, to
identify high priority issues that require legislative changes and/or legal challenges.

•

Ensure that Campus Vote Project’s programming continues to be implemented over the
spring and fall semesters as we build toward 2022, regardless of whether students are on
campus or remote for all or a portion of the fall semester.

•

Announce our Voter Friendly Campuses for 2021-2022 and continue to build on our
Campus Vote Project campus outreach efforts, with a focus on community colleges and
minority-serving institutions, as well as an expansion of our HBCU Legacy Initiative
outreach.

•

Refine our WorkElections poll worker recruitment program, with an emphasis on
partnerships with businesses, language minority organizations, and nonprofits in order to
recruit more diverse, younger, and more tech-savvy poll workers. Working with election
officials, we’ll analyze the success and performance of WorkElections and Power the Polls
(the expanded effort we co-founded that uses WorkElections data and generated over
700,000 sign-ups of prospective poll workers before the November election).

•

Continue our existing litigation regarding felon re-enfranchisement in Kentucky, restrictions
on the use of student IDs in Wisconsin, and restrictions on mail balloting in North Carolina.

•

Monitor the implementation of recent changes to voting law in more than a dozen of the
states where we focus our work. Educate our students and campus partners on the
importance of fair redistricting and how they can play a role in the process.

•

Implement trainings for groups preparing for state and local elections in 2021 and
strengthen our Virginia campus program for the 2021 state-wide elections.

•

Participate in grassroots convenings, state civic engagement tables, and other coalitions to
monitor for, and respond to, any new voter suppression efforts and opportunities to expand
voting access.

•

Push for voting reforms in Congress.

Despite the numerous challenges created by the pandemic and its effects on our elections, Fair
Elections Center had an extremely successful 2020. Large numbers of students registered and
voted, hundreds of thousands of new people signed up to be poll workers, and a record number
of voters participated in a safe and secure general election.
We’re looking forward to adding more successes in 2021.
Sincerely,

Robert M. Brandon
President and CEO

Litigation and Advocacy
In the spring it quickly became apparent COVID-19 was affecting primary voting: many older
poll workers opted to stay home due to safety concerns, forcing numerous polling locations to
be closed. This in turn created long
lines and delays for voters. Many older
voters, and those who are
immunocompromised, also chose to
stay away from voting. We took action,
filing lawsuits in several states, to
expand voting by mail and ensure a
safer election for everyone, including
those who cast their ballots in person.
In addition to our pandemic-related
litigation, we continued to oppose a
voter purge in Wisconsin, worked to
relax Tennessee’s restrictions on voter
registration by organizations, and
continued to pursue voting rights restoration in Kentucky, among other legal actions.
COVID-19 cases:
North Carolina: Along with the Southern Coalition for Social Justice and WilmerHale LLP, we
litigated a challenge to various restrictions on voter registration, mail-in absentee voting, and inperson voting that put voters’ rights and health at risk. We challenged geographic restrictions on
poll worker recruitment, the state’s absentee ballot witness requirement, restrictions on
absentee balloting assistance, the uniform hours requirement for early voting locations, and
more. We secured a preliminary injunction ordering a cure procedure for minor defects in
absentee ballot certificate envelopes and permission for a client who resides in a nursing home
to vote with assistance from staff.
Subsequently, the state’s GOP-led legislature, the Trump campaign, and Republican Party
brought two new cases in federal court trying to attack the absentee ballot cure procedure we
had won. Those plaintiffs eventually tried to
get the U.S. Supreme Court to take up their
case. We filed an amicus brief that
contributed to the Court declining to take up
the Trump campaign’s case, Wise v.
Circosta, thereby preserving our victory.
The balance of our claims in this case were
rejected, but the cure process alone
allowed at least 10,000 ballots to be
counted.
Kentucky: We filed a constitutional
challenge in state court along with the Kentucky Equal Justice Center seeking to postpone
implementation of the state’s new voter ID law and to extend helpful aspects of the state’s
emergency order that were in place for the June 23 primary election (such as no-excuse
absentee voting) so that they would remain through the November election. We added a claim
seeking an accessible and private way for visually impaired voters to cast ballots and moved for
a temporary injunction. This case compelled the Secretary to State to extend all the voter
opportunities and protections from the June primary to the November election.

Wisconsin: We represented eight individual voters (six of whom did not receive their ballots in
the mail for the April primary), and two organizations, the League of Women Voters of
Wisconsin and Wisconsin Alliance for Retired Americans. We sought alternative, fail-safe ballot
delivery methods for when requested ballots do not arrive by mail in time or at all, principally an
extension of online access and
downloading of mail-in absentee ballots or
email delivery of ballots to voters. We
continued to press our challenge to the
state’s requirement that a mail-in absentee
voter secure a signature from a witness on
the ballot’s certificate envelope. We
secured a preliminary injunction as to the
alternative ballot delivery fail-safe, awarding
voters who did not receive their requested
ballot via mail eight days in which they
could obtain a replacement ballot by online
access or email delivery. The 7th Circuit
initially concluded the Wisconsin
Legislature had no standing to appeal the preliminary injunction, but after the Wisconsin
Supreme Court answered that question as a certified question of state law, the 7thCircuit
reversed itself and stayed our preliminary injunction. We quickly filed an application to vacate
that stay at the U.S. Supreme Court. Unfortunately, that application was denied without any
noted dissents. It is unclear whether this case will continue. It will likely turn on the pandemic’s
longevity. To date, it has largely been decided on the basis that the relief was ordered too close
to an election. We are litigating this case with Stafford Rosenbaum LLP.
Pennsylvania: We filed litigation in state court on behalf of a voter at high risk of complications
from COVID-19 who did not receive her mail-in ballot for Pennsylvania’s June primary, and was
disenfranchised because she was unwilling to vote in person and thereby risk infecting herself
and her 94-year-old mother. We sought an immediate hearing by the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court under a state court procedure. Unfortunately, the court did not grant our motion. Our client
received and successfully voted her ballot, and we ultimately dismissed the case for strategic
considerations. Our legal partner on this matter was Hogan Lovells. We will consider refiling a
similar case at a later date with different plaintiffs.
Tennessee Voter Registration Drive
Restrictions: This litigation, which
prompted the repeal of restrictive voter
registration drive laws in Tennessee
following a favorable preliminary
injunction ruling, was formally dismissed
this last fall.
Virginia Language Assistance: We
continued to communicate with Fairfax
County regarding translations of election
and voting materials into Spanish and
Vietnamese as required by Section 203
of the Voting Rights Act. We
successfully pushed them to provide multilingual instructions with vote by mail ballots in the
general election and have not filed litigation to date. We are continuing to follow up with them on
their implementation of Section 203. Our partners are LatinoJustice PRLDEF and the Asian
American Legal Defense and Education Fund (AALDEF).

Pending:
Wisconsin College/University ID case: This case emerged from a year in hibernation. After three
and a half years, the 7th Circuit finally ruled in One Wisconsin Institute v. Thomsen, the case
that was the basis for the district court to stay or suspend our challenge to the issuance date,
expiration date, and signature requirements for college and university student ID cards to be
used as voter ID. The 7th Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling that expired college and
university ID cards can be used as
voter ID, as long as they are shown
with separate proof of current
enrollment. However, due to a quirk
in the way One Wisconsin Institute
was litigated, these IDs must still bear
issuance dates, expiration dates (not
more than 2 years after those
issuance dates), and signatures,
even if Wisconsin election officials
and poll workers are not using or
relying upon those data points or
features for anything. We argue in
Common Cause v. Thomsen that
these requirements are irrational,
serve no purpose, and are therefore unconstitutional. Without seeking briefing from the parties,
Judge James Peterson lifted the stay in the case. We amended our complaint and moved for a
preliminary injunction directed at the November general election. The court instead ordered the
parties to file cross-motions for summary judgment and a joint stipulation of facts. A hearing on
these motions was scheduled for September 24, however the court changed its mind the night
before and decided it was too close to the election to rule in our favor. Judge Peterson
cancelled the hearing and postponed it to after the election. We do not yet have a new hearing
date. We are litigating this case with Pines Bach LLP, a firm based in Madison, Wisconsin.
We are representing Common Cause Wisconsin.
Kentucky Rights Restoration Case: Our motion for summary judgment was denied as moot by
Judge Karen Caldwell. We moved for reconsideration as four of our clients still do not have their
rights restored and
are subject to a
discretionary, arbitrary
restoration system.
Gov. Andy Beshear is
fighting this case. He
is also refusing to
consider restoration
applications submitted
during his
predecessor Gov.
Matt Bevin’s
administration and
provided no notice to
applicants that they needed to re-apply to be considered. This is illegal in our view, and we’re
actively working on a state court case challenging this policy. We won’t file it until there is a final
ruling on the merits in our federal action over arbitrary rights restoration.

Campus Vote Project
With an important presidential election looming in November, our Campus Vote Project (CVP)
expanded its staff by adding state coordinators in Wisconsin and Georgia (bringing the total to
nine) and six deputy state coordinators, covering ten states: Florida, Georgia, Michigan, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Additional new staff
also included a communications manager, a curriculum development coordinator, and four
staffers dedicated to student poll worker recruitment.
CVP signed up 343 paid
Democracy Fellows across our
core states, a record for our
organization. We also recruited
110 Work Elections Fellows to
help with a massive poll worker
recruitment program targeting
ten states. The majority of our
fellows are students of color
and women. We help train
them to become leaders and
organizers, with skills that we
hope will serve them and their
communities beyond their
academic years. Our fellows helped administrators and faculty draft and implement democratic
engagement plans for their campuses, held their administrators accountable for those action
plans, and helped organize activities and outreach for their peers.
Through our formal partnerships in the Voter Friendly Campus (VFC) program and other
campus partnerships, we were able to reach more than 3.4 million students in 41 states and the
District of Columbia this year.
Just as students were displaced from their home institutions, state and local election officials
were making changes to registration and voting guidelines in the face of a pandemic. This made
our ability to provide students with accurate, up-to-date registration and voting information
through their institutions (whether they were in-person or remote) more important than ever.
We finished the year with 280
participating campuses in the
program this cycle, exceeding our
goal of 225. Through this network of
partner campuses, we were able to
ensure accurate information about
voter registration, mail-in balloting,
in-person voting, and polling place
locations reached students from
their campus administrators and
faculty. This was especially critical
in the face of changes to election
laws, polling site closures, and
campus closures due to the pandemic. We supported campus partners in creating messages
and programming to reach students, regardless of whether they were in classrooms or learning
online, encouraging them to vote and helping ensure they understood the importance of
participating.

With in-person activities curtailed, we shifted to an online organizing approach. We hosted
webinars covering how to get “vote ready”, voting by mail, student poll workers and getting out
the vote. Our Curriculum & Research Coordinator put together an excellent program for all of
our fellows that involved a revamped
orientation with a designated space for
discussing diversity, equity, and inclusion in
our work. Several sections of discussion
blocks were offered, with topics including
Organizing 101, Poll Working, and Voter
Suppression.
Our coordinators organized voting summits for
administrators, faculty and students in
Georgia, Ohio, Texas, Florida, Wisconsin,
Michigan, North Carolina, Virginia, and
Pennsylvania. More than 1,000 individuals
participated, representing at least 216 college
and university campuses. Notable guest
speakers included Sen. Sherrod Brown of
Ohio, Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf, the Lt.
Governors from Wisconsin and Michigan, and
the Secretaries of State from Texas, Michigan,
and Pennsylvania.
Some of our efforts centered on collaborating around several major organizing endeavors,
including National Poll Worker Recruitment Day, National Voter Registration Day, National Voter
Education Week and Vote Early Day. These events provided students the opportunity to deepen
their engagement with the electoral process and to acquire the information they needed to be
prepared to confidently cast their ballots on Election Day.
Over the summer, we launched a program focused on identifying and addressing barriers to
student voting on historically black college and university (HBCU) campuses and Black student
voting on predominantly
white campuses. We
created a web page for our
Legacy Initiative, with
resources and information.
After a series of roundtable
discussions involving
students on our HBCU
Voter Friendly Campuses,
we compiled emerging
themes into the HBCU
Insights Brief. This brief,
done in conjunction with the NAACP Youth and College Division, identifies four particular areas
of voting barriers on HBCU campuses. The brief was distributed to HBCUs nationwide.
A four-part series of online programming, called Legacy Conversations, was conducted after
release of the Insights Brief. The series focused on themes from the brief, including
Misinformation/Disinformation, Working with Third-Party Organizations, Working with
Government & Elected Officials, and Careers in Civic Engagement.

The Legacy Initiative rounded out the election cycle with a game show program to promote Get
Out The Vote, entitled “HBCU Culture Clash.” This “Family Feud” style program featured eight
renowned HBCU grads and faculty, answering questions about
HBCU culture. The event host was nationally known comedian,
Renny. “Commercial” breaks included video footage and promotional
materials around voting and civic engagement resources, featuring
“why I vote” segments from CVP Fellows and a guest appearance by
actor Kerry Washington. This was done in collaboration with NAFEO,
the national organization that represents HBCUs and other minority serving institutions.
Between the Legacy Initiative and our Voter Friendly Campus program, we worked with 21
HBCUs, including placing 34 Democracy Fellows on 15 campuses. This program is continuing
in 2021 and 2022 with a dedicated program manager building out the student community and
providing resources to their institutions.

Georgia U.S. Senate Run-off Elections
After the November election, it was evident that the Senate run-off races in Georgia were going
to be an opportunity for substantive change and that, given the usual drop-off in turnout for runoffs, we needed to continue to put resources into supporting student voters in the state. We
looked to ensure that those students had the information they needed to register or re-register,
request mail-in ballots, be aware of
the deadlines for early voting, and
find their appropriate polling
location, which may have changed
from the polling site they used in
November.
We expanded the number of
stipended Democracy Fellows in the
state from 14 to 43, who worked
from late November through the
January 5 election. Those Fellows
sent direct texts, made phone calls,
and engaged in other personal
outreach to more than 246,000 Georgia voters. Our digital advertising and outreach campaign,
through paid ads on social media platforms including Facebook and Instagram, generated
roughly 12 million impressions between November 15 and January 5, with nearly 65,000 clickthroughs to our student-focused voting content. By working with Instagram influencers, we
expanded our reach to more than 3.8 million people. Influencer videos were viewed more than
100,000 times and stories were seen more than 95,000 times.

Digital Advertising
Make Your Voice Heard! Using this call to action, we ran a major organizing and advertising
campaign focused on getting students to register and vote. We encouraged youth to vote by
mail if they choose, vote early if they could, or vote in person on election day.
Our efforts connected students to information about registering, voting, and poll worker
opportunities, and helped overcome the confusion around 2020’s election changes as well as a
complicated runoff election. This ultimately helped increase turnout.
Metrics Definitions:
• Reach - the total number of unique people who saw the content.
• Impressions - the number of times the content was displayed, clicked or not.
• Clicks - the times the links associated with the content was clicked.
• Engagement - any interaction a user has with the content that shows they are interested
in the post such as a “share,” “like” or “retweet.”

Presidential Election
Via Ads
Pre-roll
• Impressions: 1,990,733
• Clicks: 3,090
• Video Engagement: 68%
Facebook and Instagram
• Impressions: 20,416,653
• Clicks: 83,572
• Reach: 4,214,106
• Engagement: 701,274

Via Influencers
TikTok
● Views: 5,000,000+
● Overall Engagement Rate: 20%
● Likes: 992,000+
● Comments: 13,600+
● Shares: 2,400+
YouTube
● Overall Engagement Rate: 6.3%
● Likes: 25,000+
● Comments: 2,000+
● Clicks: 300

Power The Polls:

Georgia Runoff:

Via Ads
Facebook and Instagram
• Impressions: 9,205,793
• Clicks: 60,775
• Reach: 1,056,352
• Engagements: 75,974

Via Ads
Pre-roll
• Impressions: 6.9 million+
• Clicks: 57,790
Facebook and IG
• Impressions: 5 million+
• Clicks: ~8,000
• Engagement: ~200,000
Via Influencers
Instagram
• Social Reach: 3.8M+
• Social Impressions: 1.15M
• Video Views: 100,000+
• Story Views: 95,000+

Poll Worker Recruitment
Our visionary investment in creating
a new way to do poll worker
recruitment paid off in unforeseen
ways in 2020. With funding from the
Knight Foundation and the
Democracy Fund in 2016, Fair
Elections Center designed a
website, WorkElections,com, to
facilitate poll worker recruitment.
For the first time, information about
poll working would be aggregated in
one place, and easily accessible to
the public. In 2018, we expanded
the project to cover nine states and
we reached out to businesses,
social service agencies like the
YMCA, and language minority organizations to promote the use of the website. In 2019, we
began to populate information from all 50 states (ramping up that effort in 2020), enabling
visitors to learn about the requirements and
details of being a poll worker (hours,
compensation, training requirements, voter
registration requirements, etc.), and quickly
access their local jurisdiction’s poll worker
applications.
Early in the year, we initiated conversations
with a wide group of businesses and
organizations about how to utilize our
website to best recruit their employees and
members, in addition to the general public.
Then the pandemic hit, which immediately
impacted the primary elections. Thousands
of poll workers (many over the age of 60
and vulnerable to the coronavirus) opted to stay home, which led to the closure of numerous
voting locations, forcing hundreds of thousands of voters to wait in hours-long lines to vote.
In June, we partnered with Civic Alliance, Comedy Central, MTV,
Pizza to the Polls and We Can Vote to form Power the Polls, a
massive effort to recruit a new generation of poll workers. The
project’s website is powered by data from WorkElections and uses
our application program interface. The original goal for Power the
Polls was to have 250,000 signups by the end of October.
Many companies and organizations quickly joined, including Uber, Microsoft, Levi’s, the
National Basketball Association, and the NFL Players Association, as well as When We All Vote
(led by Michelle Obama), and LeBron James’ group More Than A Vote. These business,
organizations, and civic groups actively recruited their employees, customers, members, and
others to be poll workers. Fair Elections Center brought many other nonprofits, service
organizations, and business coalitions into the effort, including the League of Women Voters,
Color of Change, UnidosUS, NAACP and APIAVote. By October’s end, Power the Polls
included more than 140 partners.

Early in 2020, we hired a project manager
to oversee WorkElections efforts, who
trained and supervised a team of
researchers, both paid and volunteer, to
update the database, which now contains
information on poll worker applications for
more than 4,500 jurisdictions in 47 states
(Washington, Oregon, and Hawaii conduct
vote by mail). In the summer, we hired four
people dedicated solely to recruiting
students to be poll workers and brought on
111 college students as WorkElections
Fellows to assist in recruitment.
We also worked with developers to
improve the usability, security, and
functionality of the website. We bolstered
the site’s ability to quickly accommodate
larger amounts of traffic, improved its
layout, and clarified the way in which
information is presented on jurisdictions’
pages.
In September, we joined forces with
Facebook, which directed many of its users
across the country to apply to be poll
workers via WorkElections.com. On Sept.
12, the day Facebook launched its poll
worker recruitment effort, the website saw
more than a quarter-million users.
The U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) used WorkElections’ data when it created its
own poll worker recruitment website. The EAC launched National Poll Worker Recruitment Day
on Sept. 1, which was embraced by Power the Polls and partners all across the country.
As evidenced by its metrics, the project was very successful. From
June 1 to Nov. 3, more than one million people visited
WorkElections.com, the vast majority of those being new users. In that
same time period, the website’s “Apply Now” buttons were clicked
over 190,000 times. The Fellows completed more than 12,000 hours
of related work, and made over 71,000 contacts (calls, texts and
emails) to recruit poll workers and turn out voters. WorkElections
directly recruited 11,234 prospective poll workers to sign up through
Power the Polls, as well as hundreds more through county websites
and other means. And by the end of October, Power the Polls had
recorded more than 710,000 sign ups of people who wanted to be a poll worker.
Ultimately, these combined efforts prevented the possibility of widespread voting location
closures due to a lack of poll workers. We’re pleased to report our work helped ensure a safe
and well-administered election.

Essential Voting Materials
Each year, Fair Elections Center updates our concise, user-friendly resources that help voters
understand how to register, vote, and help others to do so. As laws change and courts weigh in
throughout the year, our legal staff continually update these materials, so everyone visiting our
website has the correct information to better participate in our democracy.
Along with links to official voting
websites, our state-specific voting
guides include important
registration deadlines and election
dates, voter registration
requirements, voter ID
requirements, links to forms, and
options on how to cast a ballot. We
also provide answers to common
questions for students and
guidance on where students can
register to vote, be it on their
campus or back home.
Voter registration drive guides contain requirements for third parties engaged in that effort. They
include requirements for gathering forms, where to return them, deadlines, and links for forms or
other information.
We created three new guides in response to the COVID-19 pandemic’s effect on elections this
year: a 50-state Vote by Mail guide, a 50-state Vote by Mail Ballot Request guide (emphasizing
early action to ensure that voters would receive ballots in the mail as early as possible and to
return them to election officials quickly and safely), and a voting guide for the tens of thousands
of Americans who faced eviction during the election, so they could still make their voices heard
in November.
When it became clear that there would be run-off races in both of the U.S. Senate contests in
Georgia, we quickly produced a special election-specific voting guide and made a big push to
get it in the hands of Georgia voters. This was shared with allies in Georgia, our 16 campus
partners and their students, and nearly two million young people who were targeted with our
digital ads.

Earned Media
In the summer, we brought on Berlin/Rosen, an experienced and well-respected
communications firm to assist in our media outreach. The collaboration led to an impressive
amount of coverage.
From June through the
end of November, Fair
Elections Center and
Campus Vote Project
together had more than
900 earned media
stories, in numerous
major outlets, as well as
in many regional
newspapers and news
websites. We also had
op-eds placed in several
key publications.

Select examples of coverage
“Morning Edition” August 4, 2020
Coronavirus Pandemic Impacts Election Site Staffing
October 12, 2020
With Polling Sites Lacking Workers, a New Generation Steps Up

March 1, 2020
Some states make it harder for college students to vote

February 20, 2020
Over 1,000 Polling Locations Have Closed Since 2012. So We’re Doing
Something About It

November 2, 2020
Corporate Perks, Civic Duty Motivate Young People to Volunteer
as Poll Workers
June 30, 2020
Groups launch effort to mobilize poll workers amid pandemic

September 10, 2020
States take lessons from chaotic primary season to prepare for an
unprecedented election

November 8, 2020
Elections expert Q&A: No evidence of fraud and fail-safes everywhere
in US voting system

September 29, 2020
Election officials scramble to find enough poll works ahead of Nov. 3rd

October 28, 2020
Why young Black students are stepping in as poll workers this election season

November 3, 2020
High-schoolers nationwide are volunteering to staff voting
stations
“Live with Hallie Jackson” August 17, 2020
Democrats putting pressure on Postal Service
“Cuomo Prime Time” August 18, 2020
David Fineman on the attacks on the USPS and the fall election
November 6, 2020
‘Civic Engagement Doesn’t Have to Be Corny.’ How Georgia Pulled Off
Unprecedented Youth Voter Turnout
October 28, 2020
How These First-Time Poll Workers Are Fighting For Democracy

October 6, 2020
Colleges, Organizations Launch National Voter Education Week

February 18, 2020
Lawmaker would ban students from listing dormitories on voter
registration
September 22, 2020
Federal judge extends Wisconsin’s absentee ballot deadline until week after
election
ABC 4, Pittsburgh – September 2, 2020
Lawsuit filed on behalf of Allegheny County voter to ensure fail-safe option to vote

Published Op-eds
August 23, 2020
The threat to Postal Service is a threat to US values. Harmful
changes must be reversed: Ex-official

July 30, 2020
Poll worker shortages are threatening the 2020 election. Young
people can be the solution

October 5, 2020
Black youth can decide Florida’s elections

September 8, 2020
Wanted: A new generation of poll workers

August 26, 2020
Recruiting the Next Wave of Democracy's Essential Workers

2020 Donor Thank You List
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All American Voters
Cara Allen
Christian Allgood
Alliance for Youth Organizing
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Sabrina Altema
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American Federation of Teachers
Roger and Linda Anderson
Edward Anderson
Anonymous Apple Employees
Anonymous Google Employees
Apple
Marybel Archer
Arne & Ruth Werchick Charitable
Fund
Deborah Aronson
Amy Atkinson
Steve Atlas
Frank Aveni
Venetia Ayers
Mary Ann Badavi
Laura Bahr
Olivia Baker
Betty Baranoff
Christie Barchenger
Darold Barnum
Nicole Barry
Ricky Barturn
Bauman Foundation
Natalie Beach
Adam Beardsley
Kyle Beaulieu
Vivian Lowery Derryck and Robert J.
Berg
Nicole Bills
Cindy Bishop
William Black
Misti Blakeney
Blueprint NC
Rachel Blumenfeld
Nadine Blumer
Peter Bock
Eliza Booth
Victoria Boreyko
Camille Bourne
Lewis Bowen
Jacob Bowling
Tim Brainerd
Craig Brandt
Thomas Brandt
Sandra Brantley
Amye Bronson-Doherty
David Brown
Robert Brown
Ken Bruckmeier
Adam Brueggemann
Aidan Bryant
Patrick Bryant
Julie Buchsbaum
Steven Buck
Cadence

Shannon Cain
Keyania Campbell
Nicholas Canfield
Sheri Caplan
Holly Carlin
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Cory Castoe
Pia Chamberlain
Daniel Chamness
Brendan Chan
Olivia Chaney
Steven Chao
Arthur Che
Samuel Cheney
Victor Chou
Vivian Chu
Murray Cizon
Evan Clark
Sarah Clark
Barbara Clayton
Mary Clifford
Caroline Clowney
Kevin Coelho
Robert Coffman
E Cohen
Isabel Cole
Jody Comart
Kim Comart
Condon Family Fund
Joseph Conway
Jennifer Cosey
Courage and Community
Foundation, a Donor Advised Fund
of Renaissance Charitable Foundation
Mark Courtney
Emma Cowan-Young
David Crespo
Jeanine Crider
Christopher Crotwell
Cynthia Cruger
Lynne Crystal
Kevin Curran
Rob Cyran
Aaron Czinn
Kevin Daly
Joy Dasgupta
Marcia Daszko
Carol Ann Davidson
Fred Davis
John Davis
Adam Dawes
Benjamin Dean
Aaron Deas
Shando Dektor
Mariann Demarco
Eva and Gilbert Dembo
Matthew DeMichiel
Democracy Fund
Paul DerHagopian
Rachel Derstine
Gerard DesGranges
Joey DeStefanis
Nathan Devlin
Susan Dixon
Tiffani Doherty
Dolgen Charitable Fund
Jennifer Donnelly
Mario Dorn
Andrew Dotta

The Double E Foundation
Brenton Downey
Keith Dragoon
Cassandra Drake
Jim Duncan
Jonathan Dunsay
Yarrow Durbin
Andrew Ebbecke
Hannah Echo
The Educational Foundation of
America
Carol Ellis
Barry Ensminger
Alexis Erickson
Michael Ernesto
Gail Evans
Jackson Ezinga
Francis Fabrizio
Will Farmer
Maura Farver
Fidelty Charitable - Anonymous
Donors
Robert Field
Audrey Fisher
FJC - A Foundation of Philanthropic
Funds
Paul Fleischman
Florida Alliance for Civic Action
Gordon Fluke
Ru Flynn Sales
Katherine Foley
Jacob Ford
Ryan Forman
Alysin Foster
Patricia Foulkrod
Jade Fowler
Anthony Francavilla
Jeffrey Franklin
Joseph Fray
Heather Frayne
Caitlin Fredericks
Tracy Freedman
Andrea Frierson
Corey Fry
Meghan Fry
Gordon Fuller
Rachelle Gabrang
Jacob Gabrielson
Kate Gagnon
Mike Gainer
Drew Galbraith
Lucy Gallun
Peter Garst
Evan Gemeiner
Alethea Gerding
Robin Gerrard
Katrina Geswender
Joseph Giancristofaro
Mikaela Gilbert
Ignacio Gimeno Cullen
Paul Gingrich
Richard A. B. Gleiner
Michael Gluhanick
Laurie Goguen
Abe Goldberg
Jay Goldberg
Amy Goldstein
Lily Goldstein
Fin Gomez

Goodnation Foundation
Google
David Gooze
Miriam Gottfried
Jonah Graciani
Gretchen Grant
Madeline Greathouse
Devon Green
Jordan Green
Ted Greenberg
Ryan Greenfield
Melissa Guidorizzi
Beka Gulotta
David Hagar
Kit Haggard
Jay Hagwood
Charles Hall
Christopher Hall
Eli Halpern
Shannon Hammerlund
Dianne Harnell Cohen
Emily Harris
Joshua Harris
Jennifer Harrison
Peter Hartline
Eric Haseltine
Diogo Hausen
Catherine Hausman
Joseph Heilman
The Heinz Endowments
Scott Heisel
Bethany Henderson
The Henson Family Joyful Giving
Fund
The Herb Block Foundation
Frances Herman
Daniel Hershey
David Hess
Jeremiah Hess
Nancy Hiller
Kirsten Hillyer
Thomas Hoffmann
Elisabeth Holm
William Hooper
Christine Hoque
Doug Horn
Phil Houston
Kaijen Hsiao
Sally Hulsman
Kimberly Hunt
Cathy Hurwit
Alexandra Hyman
Eric Hyman
Kathy Iannacone
Steven Ibara
Imagine North Carolina First
Kyle Ingols
Intel Foundation
Gregory Intermaggio
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters
Susan Itelson
Matthew Jaccarino
Jacob and Valeria Langeloth
Foundation
Surese Jaffe
Amit Singh Jaggi
Rachel Jauhar
Warren Jaycox
Jeffrey Young
Greg Jenkins
Jerome Jacobson Foundation
Libby John
John and Heidi Strommen Giving
Fund, a Donor Advised Fund of
Renaissance Charitable Foundation

John D and Catherine T Macarthur
Foundation
The Johnslington Fund
Amy Johnson
Barry Johnson
Jonathan Logan Family Foundation
Gareth Jones
Jones Lang LaSalle
The Joyce Foundation
Anita Judd
Judy and Peter Blum Kovler
Foundation
Harika Kalluri
The Kampelman/Bang-Jensen
Family Fund
Rochelle Kaplan and Art Lipson
Sam Kaplan
The Karger Davis Charitable Fund
Andres Karu
Steven Keller
Patricia Kenner
Fern Kepes
Mary Jane Kilian
Rebecca Killeen
Christine Kingsley
Madeleine Kissling
Judith Klebanow
Joyce Kloss
Greg Kochanski
Marc Kochanski
Rachel Kolsky
Anna Kononen
Lesley Koplow
David Korman
George Koury
Peter Kovler
Kramer Family Fund
Josh Krantz
Alek Krautmann
The Kresge Foundation
Zabrina Krishnamoorthy
Miriam Kulick
Katherine Kyle
Margaret Lacey
Susan LaFrance
Alyssa LaHaie
Justin Lam
Landau Kloc Charitable Gift Fund
Seth Laucks
Jackie Lawrence
Douglas Layne
Leaves of Grass Fund
Laramie Leavitt
Cindy Lederman
Hannah Lee
Ben Leubsdorf
Simon Leung
Rachael Levine
Ralph Levinson
Justin Levitt
Hua Li
Peter Li
Karen Lichtenberg
Mary Lieb
Warren Lieberfarb
Josh Lilje
Lillianfeld Family Fund
Nicolina Lindblad
Greg Linden
Niklas Lindholm
Richard Lindsay
Lisa and Douglas Goldman Fund
Kathleen List
Kelsey Livingston
Jake Lloyd
John Lloyd

Ruth Logan
Brittney Long
Amory Lovins and Judy Hill Lovins
Lisa Lowell
Jessica Lucas-Judy
Lucky Seven Foundation, For the
Betterment of Life in the Puget
Sound Basin
TJ Ma
Norah MacKendrick
Melanie MacKenzie
Sagar Mandal
Robert Mantegani
Linda Marder
Thomas Mariani
Jodie Markell
Dallas Marlow
Jill Marshall
Jeffrey Martello
Cali Martin
Daniel Martin
Joshua Martin
Nicolas Martinez
Deborah Mast
Matthew Maurer
Paula Mayo
Wendy Mays
Jordan Maze
J. William and Irene McCahill
Stephen McCann
Karen McCarthy
Sarah McClung
Jennifer McClure
Tim McDougall
Liam McEneaney
Helen McEvoy
Mary McGlohon
Haley McGough
Shannon McKnight
DJ McManus Foundation
Luis Medina
Terri Meier
Rachel Meltzer
Audrey Messinger
Meyers Family Fund
The Michael Roberts Bar Mitzvah
Fund of the Jewish Communal
Fund
Anne Michaelson
Microsoft
Microsoft - Give With Bing
Jadrian Miles
Matthew Milikowsky
Kathy Diane Mill
Beck Miller
Lisa Minsky-Primus
Gloria Mirsky
Jordana Mishory
Sagar Mittal
John and Susan Molinari
Gregory Moore
Jon Moore
Anjali Moorthy
David Morris
Alan Morrison
Denis Moskowitz
Moss Adams
Kristina Motwani
Grail Moviehouse
MTV/ViacomCBS
Jane Mundale
Ian Mundy
Kara Muñoz
Janet Murray
Sarah Murray

Murray & Agnes Seasongood Good
Government Foundation
Naomi and Nehemiah Cohen
Foundation
Carly Nasca
National Conference on Citizenship
National Philanthropic Trust
Recko-Goldsmith Charitable Gift
Fund
Diane Naylor
Caroline Neely
J. Thomas and Janet Rajala Nelson
NEO Philanthropy - State
Infrastructure Fund
NEO Philanthropy - Youth
Engagement Fund
New Venture Fund - Campus
Democracy Fund
New Venture Fund - Safe Voting
Fund
Adelle Nicholson
August Niehaus
Nisha Ligon's Donor Advised Fund
Jim and Julia Nixon
Jennifer Noonan
Libby Norwood
Annie Nyborg
Daniel O'Neil
Andrew Oates
Maria Ochoa
Rissa Ochs
David Oehlers
Andrea Oliveira
Catherine Ono
Open Society Foundation
James Ottaway
Fiona Otway
Overbrook Foundation
Padosi Foundation
Mary Page
Gina Pai
Zachariah Paine
Lorena Palacios
Daisy Pareja
Patrick Parham
Party at the Mailbox
Regina Pasqarello
Pastuszenski Family Fund
The Patti and Everett B Birch
Foundation
Robert Pattison
Jason Pawlowsky
Hoang Vi Payulert
Nathan Pedersen
Larry Pelligrini
Chris Penny
Lisa Perez
Juliana Pesavento & Noelle Hozumi
The Peter and Mary Levin Family
Foundation
Andy Piper
Sandra Pizarro
David Popper
Porrazzo Family Fund
Wayne M Powell
Christine Power
Preston-Werner Ventures
Public Wise
Justin Putney
Renae Quinn
Judy Radovsky
Stephen Ragole
Ember Randall
Loyola Rankin

Jim Ransier
Colleen Rappa
Jan Raven
Charles Rechsteiner
Jen Reeder
John Reineke
Nicholas Remple
Nathan Rennich
Ben Rhodes
Megan Richardson
Richie Schwab Fund
Michele Richman
Philip Richter
Ira Rickman
Jonathan Riven
Riverdale Country School
Rockefeller Family Office
Gerard Rodrigues
Jackie Rogoff
Miriam Romais
Daniel and Joanna S. Rose Fund
Micah Rosen
Becky Rosenberg
Shelley Rosenstein
Paul Rosenzweig
Elizabeth Rossetter
Linda Rothchild
Lewis Rothlein
Miles and Nancy Rubin
Adam Rubinfield
Rachel Rudenski
Kevin Ruh
Karl Rutter
Chetan Sabnis
Sachs Family Giving Fund
Melanie Samarasinghe
Sharon Sandahl
Terry Sanders
Aaron Sarna
Mark Schenkman
Jon Schick
Tyler Schlater
Elisa Schneider
Robin Schneider
Bethany Schumacher
Schwab Charitable - Anonymous
Donors
Bernard Schwartz
Kathleen Schwarz
Tammy Schweitzer
Robert Scott
Thomas Sebastian
Richard and Mary Seibel
Anisha Sekar
Caryn Sengupta
Tyler Seuc
William Shalhoub
Adam Shank
Shanley Family Trust
The Shasta Fund
Patricia Shaw
Margaret Shippert
Adam Shore
Claire Shumaker
Gail Siegel
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Janice Silver
Andrew Singer
Zach Singer
Eric Singley
Andrew Smith
Laura Smith
Lauren Smith
Lee Smith
Mark Smith

Susannah Smith
Will Smith
The Smith-Kenschaft Fund
Hollie Smurthwaite
Joe Snowaert
Elizabeth Sokol
Karen and Solliday
Garrett Solomon
Alexander Spigelman
Andre St. Germain
Vladimir Stakheev
Adam Stein
Peter Steiner
Johanne Sterling
Emily Stets
Robert Stoffel
Patricia Stoll
Paul Stonchus
Philippa Strahm
Anise Strong
Sarah Stroup
Summer Fund II
Summers Family Giving fund
Martha Z Suwara
Siamak Tazari
Cora Tellez
Robert Thomas
Alex Thurman
TIAA Charitable Funds - Anonymous
Donor
Lee Tirrell
Tom and Sharon Sharratt Charitable
Fund
Michael Tracton
Jessica Trevelyan
Sergio Trevino
The Trevor Noah Show
Lyla Trilling
Cynthia Trochu
Arthur Tuchfeld
Leah Tucker
Jonathan Turell
Brian Turkin
Twitter
Mike Tyka
Peter Vail
Matt Valerio
Ellen Van Wees
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Anonymous Donors
Laura Vardoulakis
Robert Varenik and Tina Rosenberg
Varenik
Susan Varon
Jordan Velten
Benjamin Ventura
Mark Vickness
Angelica Villegas
Kate and Philippe Villers
Virginia Civic Engagement Table
Joseph Wadlington
Katrina Wagner
Mary Anne Walker
Walker Interrante Family Fund
Griffin Wallace
Laura and Matt Wallace
Wallace H. Coulter Foundation
William Walls
Chunxin Wang
Lucy Wang
Joel Warren
Kathryn Warren
Waterwheel Foundation
Libby Watkins
Hilary Weckstein

Sagang Wee
Judith Weinstock
Ileah Welch
Riordan Welshimer
West Monroe Partners Doers for
Dollars
Christian Wheeler
Gregory White
Jane White
The WhyNot Initiative
Justin Wiley
The William B. Wiener Jr.
Foundation
Elizabeth Williams
Katherine Williams
Lisa Williams

Jonathan Weinstock
Matthew Williams
Shannon Williams
Katherine Wills
David Winiecki
William Winn
Winslow Foundation
Charles Wintczak
Matthew Winton
Sarah Wolf
Tyra Wolfsberg
Debra Wollesen
Alex Wong
Brian Wright
Thomas Wright
Joanna Wulfsberg

Jun Yamagishi
Daniel Yarborough
Hector Yee
Ashley Young
Sharon Young
Young Invincibles
YourCause, a trustee for Citrix
Systems
Miles Yun
Lori Zeller
ZimmerCoombs Family Trust Donor
Fund, a Donor Advised Fund of
Renaissance Charitable
Foundation
Matthew Zimmerman

If you would like to make a gift online today, please visit www.bit.ly/FairElectionsCenterDonate
If you would like to make a gift by another method or have any questions or concerns, please
contact our Development Director Mary Anne Walker, at 202.248.5348 or
mwalker@fairelectionscenter.org
_________________________________________________________________________________

Fair Elections Center is a national, nonpartisan voting rights and election reform 501(c)(3) organization
based in Washington, D.C. Our mission is to use litigation and advocacy to remove barriers to registration
and voting, particularly those disenfranchising underrepresented and marginalized communities, and to
improve election administration.
Fair Elections Center’s attorneys and advocates deliver nonpartisan creative solutions to the complex
barriers that continue to be erected to prevent citizens from registering to vote and casting a ballot that
counts. Working alongside other national and state civil rights and community-based organizations, the
Center works to make the processes of voter registration, voting, and election administration accessible
for every American, with a particular focus on underrepresented communities and students.
To these ends, Fair Elections Center litigates cutting-edge voting rights cases in federal and state court
and engages in a wide variety of advocacy efforts, including: drafting election reform legislation and
submitting testimony in support of positive reforms, advocating to defeat restrictive measures, producing
reports on election modernization proposals and issues affecting communities of color and students,
talking points and fact sheets, providing state voter guides for all 50 states and D.C., conducting trainings
and seminars on voting issues for community organizations and their supporters, and working directly
with Secretaries of State and local election officials to ensure the right to vote is protected and expanded.
We provide election law expertise to state-based civic engagement coalitions and direct help to
organizations representing various communities that need help accessing the ballot as they plan their
programs, encounter problems, or need help engaging election officials.

